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Implementation of techniques for the enhancement of noisy recordings is an important problem for forensic
applications. Widely used two-channel filtering algorithms are usually inefficient if external reference recordings are
obtained from the corresponding music CD or Internet. We described new practical technique of external reference
recording enhancement. This technique consists of matching the main and reference recordings using time warping of
the reference signal and a two-channel spectral subtraction filtering algorithm with compensation of mismatch of the
frequency response of the main and reference channels.

INTRODUCTION
Forensic recordings often have low signal-to-noise
ratios caused by interfering acoustic audio signals of TV
and audio devices. Enhancement of such recording is a
topical issue. The conventional method of noisy
recording enhancement is based on adaptive twochannel noise cancellation [1]. However, in certain
situations it is impossible to record the primary and
reference audio signals on a two-channel recorder
simultaneously and subsequently cancel the interfering
noise using two-channel adaptive filtering.
One of the methods of solving this problem is twochannel filtering using an ―external‖ reference recording
obtained from the corresponding music CD, Internet or
other source [2]. But usually two-channel filtering
algorithms are inefficient in this case because of
mismatched conditions of recording in the primary and
reference channels. The performance of these
algorithms depends on a variety of factors, including
effects of room acoustics, frequency characteristics and
different sampling rate of audio devices, audio signal
compression transform and others. These factors lead to
a decrease in correlation between primary and reference
signals and, consequently, to the degradation of noise
suppression quality.
This paper reports a technique for enhancement of
recordings corrupted by audio interfering signals which
is robust to the mismatch between the primary and
reference channels.
1

FUNDAMENTALS

1.1 Signal and noise assumption
Let us remark that in this paper:
The target signal in the main (primary)
channel is human speech corrupted by a

noise and reverberation.
The noise in the primary channel is the
interfering sound of music and/or TV
broadcasting.
The noise (or signal) in the reference
channel is the same sound of music and/or
TV broadcasting, recorded in the same room
under the same conditions or obtained from
an external source (music CD, etc.).
Importantly, the noise in both channels is nonstationary.
1.2 Coherence and the quality of noise suppression
One of the most popular methods of non-stationary
noise suppression is based on adaptive two-channel
noise cancellation (ANC) [1].
Let us designate primary
signal as:
(1)
where is the time index,
is the target signal (i.e.
speech), аnd
is noise in the primary channel.
The signal at the output of time-domain ANC,
may be expressed as:
(2)
where
is the ANC filter impulse response,
is
the reference signal and ‗*‘ is the convolution sign.
One of the properties inherent to the majority of
adaptive two-channel noise cancellation algorithms is
assuming that noise suppression quality directly
depends on coherence between noises in the primary
and reference channels [2]. When coherence is high, this
class of algorithms is capable to suppress noise
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efficiently. When coherence is low, or equal to zero,
noise suppression is not realized. The precise formula
linking noise coherence in channels and noise
suppression ratio for time-domain ANC is given in [2].
1.3 Forensic audio recordings
Unfortunately, in real forensic audio recordings, noises
in primary and reference channels are often poorly
coherent. Large spacing of microphones, acoustics of
the premises and mistiming of channels reduce
coherence. Moreover, it often happens that the target
signal in forensic audio recording represents a onechannel recording of speech mixed with the background
of interfering music or TV broadcasting. In this case,
there is a possibility to obtain ―artificial‖ or
―asynchronous‖ reference signal, e.g. from the relevant
music CD, however in this case music coherence in
primary and reference channels will be close to zero,
because:
The time of recording is different (no
timing).
Recording conditions are different.
Equipment is different.
Sample rate may be different (both strongly
and with minor low drift).
In this paper we propose a process for efficient noise
suppression, even in the case described above.
Let us call the proposed process a technique of twochannel ―asynchronous noise reduction‖ (ANR).
2

and to be recorded in an audio format without
compression, at a high sample rate.
2.3 Rough correction of signals characteristics
The second step of ANR is the correction of reference
signal characteristics, making them identical to the
primary signal. It is performed manually by an operator
and includes:
Correction to an equal sample rate.
Correction to an equal average spectra.
Rough alignment of the beginning and end of
noisy fragments in the channels.
2.3.1
Correction to equal sample rate
When sample rates of the reference and main signals
differ drastically (for example, 16 and 44 kHz), the
sample rate must be transformed to an equal one by
known algorithms. Besides, it is critical to provide
frequency downsampling, rather than upsampling — i.e.
(for our case) 44 kHz must be reduced to 16 kHz and
not vice versa. This requirement is formulated because
if we transform the lower sample rate to the higher one,
the obtained signal, despite a new high sample rate, will
nevertheless have no components with frequency higher
than ―initial sample rate / 2‖ (i.e. in our example above
8 kHz). This leads to differences in the reference and
primary channels in the high-frequency domain. When
the sample rate is reduced, there are no described above
differences because the relevant high-frequency domain
is cut off by the filter in the downsampling process.

PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

2.1 Basics
ANR consists of five steps:
Obtaining the reference signal recording.
Rough correction of the characteristics of
the primary and reference signals.
Precise alignment of the signals‘
beginnings.
Precise synchronization of the signals‘
sampling frequency (the signals‘ duration).
Denoising using two-channel noise
suppression algorithm which is robust to
primary and reference signals coherence.
Below we describe these steps in detail.
2.2 Reference signal
The first step of ANR is obtaining the ―external‖
reference signal, e.g. from the relevant music CD,
Internet, etc. Requirements for the reference signal are
standard for two-channel noise cancellers [2]: the
reference signal must repeat the ―noise component‖ in
the primary signal as much as possible. Therefore, it is
preferable for the reference signal to have high quality

2.3.2
Correction to equal average spectra
When the reference signal is taken from a CD or other
high-quality source, the signal spectrum is often
―richer‖, and high- and low-frequency components are
represented more vividly compared to the primary
channel. So, they will be added to the output signal
during filtering. This leads to signal quality degradation.
To improve the quality of noise suppression, it is
preferable to convert medium (i.e. calculated throughout
the entire signal length) spectrum of the reference signal
accordingly so that it conforms to the noise spectrum in
the primary channel to a maximum extent. This action
may be performed both manually (using known
equalizers, low-pass and high-pass filters, etc.) and in
automatic mode using so-called algorithms of
―frequency equalization‖, described e.g. in [3].
2.3.3
Rough alignment of noisy fragments
This step includes searching for the fragment in the
reference recording, identical to the noise in the primary
channel and their timing. It is required to reduce errors
at the next stage of precise alignment. Rough alignment
is performed manually and consists of matching the
―start‖ and ―end‖ tags of the interfering signal in the
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reference and the main recordings. The search for the
interfering fragments in the recordings may be
performed both in time and frequency domains. In the
first case, the operator looks for ―similarity‖ of signal
time presentation and in the second case of signal
spectrograms.
It should be noted that the procedure of rough alignment
may be quite difficult, since noise in the primary
channel normally strongly differs from the noise in the
reference channel as a result of reverberation effects and
distortions produced by the recording equipment.

Figure 1: Primary (black) and reference (grey) signal
fragments – time domain.
In this case, the operator has to listen to the recordings
numerous times, view time (Fig. 1) and relevant
frequency (Fig. 2) signal presentations to find out the
matching time or frequency patterns, etc.
The proposed example allows us to perform alignment
as a result of found initial power oscillations (Fig. 1,
interval 1.0 – 1.6 s) and similar bursts in spectrograms
on medium and high frequencies (Fig. 2, 2.2 and 2.9 s).

2.4 Precise alignment of signals beginning
The third step of ANR is precise alignment of the noise
fragments beginning in the main and reference channel.
The standard procedure of delay estimation using the
maximum of cross-correlation function (CCF) [4, 5] is
not effective in our case, because of low coherence
between the reference and main signals.
However, our research demonstrates that apart from the
signals themselves, their power envelopes are found to
be sufficiently correlated. Actually, the music signal
power envelope basically characterizes tempo, e.g. it
mostly express power bursts of chords, percussion
instruments, etc. Different channel characteristics and
recording conditions retain tempo unchanged.
The algorithm for alignment of the signals beginning is
presented below:
Calculate power envelopes of the reference and
main signals in frequency band.
Calculate CCF of the power envelopes at the
beginning sections of the reference and main
signals.
Find out the position of the CCF maximum and
shift the reference signal to the relevant
number of samples.
2.4.1
Calculation of power envelopes
It is reasonable to calculate the power envelope in a
band to avoid the ambient noise, which is different in
both channels. In this case, the reference and main
signals are preliminary passed through a band-pass
filter. The filter parameters are selected by the operator
in manual mode.
Calculation of the signal power envelope by the wellknown procedure consists of smoothing the signal
square values using a symmetrical window, for
example, Hann. The window length must be matched
with the envelope variation rate (i.e. with signal tempo).
During voice or music processing, (the standard tempo
is within 2-16 Hz), the length of the smoothing window
may be several thousands of samples.
To reduce computational cost, we have applied two-pass
―to and fro‖ exponential smoothing, where the second
reverse pass is used to compensate the phase shift of the
calculated envelope. The exponential smoothing factor
corresponds to the so-called ―equivalent window
length‖
:
(3)

Figure 2: Primary (Pri) and reference (Ref) signal
fragments – frequency domain.

The algorithm calculating the power envelope is the
following:
Let us assume that
- is the input
process.
Let us assign
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In this case:

where:

Direct pass:
For all

do:
is the total number of samples for
CCF calculation, is the calculation step, i.e. summing
up is provided for all
.
In out experiments we used a step
10, 100, ..1000
without significant loss of CCF quality.

Reverse pass:
For all

do:

Result:
For all

do:

An example of magnitude smoothing is given in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Initial speech signal (grey) and its “to and
fro” magnitude envelope (black).
In case of music signal processing, the smoothing factor
is found from (3) for:
(4)
where BPM (beats per minute) is a unit typically used as
a measure of tempo in music,
is the sampling
frequency in Hz, is the coefficient:
.
2.4.2
Calculation of cross-correlation function
CCF is calculated for a section of rough alignment for
the beginning point of the noises in the main and
reference channel. To complete the calculations for one
cycle, CCF had been calculated as follows. Let us
designate envelopes of the main and reference signal as
and
, and the time shift as . Further, accept
. Now we can write the normalized crosscorrelation function (CCF) of signals power envelopes
:

2.5 Synchronization of noise signals in the
primary and reference recordings
The fourth step of the proposed technique is
synchronization, which denotes ―precise sampling
frequency synchronization‖ (PSFS).
The synchronization of the noise signals in the primary
and reference recordings defines the speech
enhancement capabilities of the proposed technique.
The importance of PSFM may be easily demonstrated
by an actual example. In one of our experiments we
discovered the following phenomenon. Because of the
difference in the recording equipment, sampling
frequencies of the primary and reference signals were
16000.0941 and 16000.0000 Hz, respectively. One may
easily estimate that such difference resulted in the
divergence of 941 samples by the period of 10 seconds.
The length of the processed frame in our denoiser was
selected as 512 samples. So in 5.4 seconds after the start
of noise suppression, the denoiser was operating on
mismatched frames. As a result, noise suppression
quality degraded sharply.
PSFS algorithm includes the following steps:
Calculation of envelopes CCF on the final
primary and reference signals sections,
indicated by the operator during rough
tuning.
Estimation of the delay that corresponds to
CCF maximum.
Calculation of compression/extension ratio
for the reference signal:
(6)
where:
и
are the time indices of the
reference signal beginning and end,
respectively.
Signal
compression/extension
in
the
reference channel.
Compression/extension in general is the procedure of
interpolation of the reference signal. Linear and
quadratic interpolation, tested in our experiments,
demonstrated practically identical positive results.
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2.6 Two-channel spectral subtraction
The last step of the proposed technique is noise
reduction using 2-channel spectral subtraction (SS2).
Assume that the signal in the primary channel is
described in (1), where the noise
may by
represented as the reference signal
transformed by
the speakerphone and room acoustics
:
(7)
(here ‗*‘ is the convolution sign).
Thus the primary signal windowed and transformed
using Fourier Transform can be written as:

where is the subtraction factor.
To enhance speech under non-stationary noises it is
possible to use spectral subtraction with reference signal
[2, 6-9]. The primary noise spectrum
is
estimated using the spectrum of reference signal:
(14)
For this purpose it is necessary to estimate the unknown
factor
. The coefficients
are
adjusted in order to minimize the following cost
function:
(15)

(8)
were
is an unknown transfer function,
are the frequency and frame indices, respectively.
Note that in our experiments Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) is performed using overlapped-windowing
frames.
Spectral subtraction is the standard solution for noise
reduction in stationary noise situations [2, 6].
The power spectrum of the observed signal is
approximated as:
(9)
where
and
are the spectra of the target
speech signal and the additive noise, respectively.
Spectral subtraction is a frequency-based technique
which obtains the clean speech power spectrum
at frame m for the k-th spectral component by
subtracting the noise spectrum
from the
noisy speech
, i.e.
(10)
Since the noise power spectrum is unknown, an
estimated noise power spectrum
is
subtracted instead:

where E[ ] is the expectation operator.
Since the transfer function is considered to be timevariable, we update it in some time intervals as:

(16)
where

(

(12)
with gain function:
(13)

)

(17)

where γ = 0.5-0.125 is the time smoothing factor.
This update is carried out when only the reference
signal has sufficiently high power (i.e. more than an
empirically defined value ):
(18)
with frequency range F = [100-3000] Hz.
Proposed algorithm related to the one described in [8].
To reduce ―musical‖ noise the reference and signal
spectra are smoothed. The smoothed short time
magnitude spectra
,
are estimated
using first-order IIR low-pass filters:
(19)
(20)

(11)
The enhanced speech spectrum is estimated using a time
varying amplitude filtering of noisy signal as a product
of gain function
and noisy spectrum
:

is a time and frequency dependent factor:

The smoothed estimate of the noise spectrum in the
primary signal channel is calculated as follows:
(21)
In order to obtain a noise reduction method that takes
into account the varying noise level, two factors are
introduced: the ―over–subtraction factor‖
and the
―flooring factor‖
.
The estimates of the signal and noise spectra are
combined to calculate the gain function according to the
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magnitude subtraction algorithm:
(22)
and are determined by subjective criteria.
To suppress a significant part of the noise and to
produce comfortable (―white‖) residual noise, a time
and frequency dependent spectral floor was used. The
spectral floor is determined as follows:

(23)
where
(24)
The algorithm is realized using a Hann window with
50% overlapping. The output signal is calculated using
an overlap – add procedure.
3

EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Experimental data and method
We have tested the proposed technique under three
types of noise: music, speech, and pink noise.
The initial experimental data consist of three different
elementary mono audio signals: a recording of a song, a
recording of human speech and artificially generated
pink noise. Each elementary signal (1.5 min length with
sampling frequency 16 kHz) was concatenated
sequentially into a special single playback file.
This file was played back in a room with the size of 6 x
5 x 3 meters and reverberation time equal to 480 msec.
Recording was provided synchronously for 2
microphones. Besides, during the first session of tests,
both microphones were placed at a 1m distance from the
emitting speakerphone and at a 30cm distance from
each other. In the second, the third, and the forth
sessions, , the microphone of reference channel
remained at the same position and the microphone of
the primary channel was moved away from the
speakerphone to a new distance: two, three, and four
meters, respectively (Fig . 4).

Figure 4: Arrangement of loudspeaker and
microphones. 1 and 2 – primary and reference channel
microphones. „a‟, „b‟, „c‟, and „d‟ – positions of the
primary channel microphone in the first, second, third
and fourth experimental sessions respectively.
Noise suppression in the primary channel was
performed with three types of signal in the reference
channel:
Type 1: Signal recorded synchronously via
the second microphone.
Type 2: Initial test signal with
synchronization of the signals‘ beginnings
only.
Type 3: Initial test signal with the full
synchronization procedure (i.e. beginning
synchronization and PSFS).
To estimate the noise reduction performance, the
segmented level of noise reduction
[6] was
calculated:
(25)
where:
(26)
where: K is the number of segments and M is the
segment length,
and
are the input and output
signals at the segment k and time lag i respectively. The
segment length was 40-ms.
3.2 ANC algorithm
As an adaptation algorithm we used the Normalized
Least-Mean Squares (NLMS) algorithm (formula 11 in
[2]) with a minor change: during signal power
calculation we used exponential moving averaging.
ANC filter length (
), adaptation factor µ power
smoothing factor α were varied during the experiment.
Figure 5 shows the results of noise suppression by ANC
with the parameters:
=512, µ=0.1 and
for different reference signals.
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Figure 5: Segmented noise reduction level for ANC.

Figure 6: Segmented noise reduction level for SS2.

Curve numbers correspond to the types of reference
channel signals as described in section 3.1
Curve 1 shows that ANC efficiently reduces noise level
when the distance between microphones is negligible.
Nevertheless the efficiency of noise suppression is
reduced when the distance between microphones
increases as a result of correlation drop between primary
and reference signals.
However, curve 2 demonstrates that without
synchronization, ANC is absolutely ineffective:
in
out tests varied within 0.3…0.6 dB.
On the other hand, curve 3 demonstrates that PSFS
enhances ANC efficiency, although the observed noise
reduction is not so high as in case of synchronous noise
suppression.
It should also be noted that
drop caused by the
distance increase between the microphones in case of
asynchronous filtering is not so clearly expressed as in
case of synchronous filtering.

The experiment demonstrated the following:
1. Under conditions of reverberation, the efficiency of
SS2 algorithm is higher than ANC (curves 1 and 3).
2. Without synchronization, SS2 algorithm is absolutely
inefficient (curve 2).
3. The synchronization procedure yields a positive
effect, a minor reduction of algorithm efficiency in case
of close microphone distance (curve 3, distance=100
sm) is most probably caused by the clipping of the
signal from the primary channel.

3.3 Two-channel spectral subtraction
The algorithm parameters are N=512,
-40 dB,
and γ=0.25. Curve numbers in Fig. 6 also correspond to
the types of reference signal selection, as described in
section 3.1.

4 CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a new practical semi-automated
technique of speech recordings enhancement for
forensic purposes. The technique is based on the use of
―external‖ reference recordings obtained from external
sources (music CD, Internet, etc.).
A set of steps of the technique is described in detail.
We proposed an algorithm of precise synchronization
for the primary and reference recordings.
We also described an algorithm of recording
enhancement based on two-channel spectral subtraction
with the transfer function adjustment. The algorithm
enhances speech recorded under reverberant conditions
with a distant microphone.
The experimental results show that the proposed
technique suppresses the interfering sounds up to 30 dB.
The technique has been used for the real recordings
enhancement. The efficiency of the technique has been
confirmed by informal listening tests.
Future work on this technique will include taking into
account specific properties of sound reproducing
equipment and reference recordings.
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